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CHAPTE R 3

The Body

The basic concept of this book is 
that by the time you’re done, you’ll 
have a truck that you went through 
from top to bottom and restored to 
a factory condition. And to do that, 
you’re going to lean heavily on a lot 
of mechanical skills.

Bodywork, however, is different. 
It’s not quite mechanical work, nor 
is it grunt work. It’s an art, and as 
such, it takes practice. You might feel 
like Sisyphus with the boulder some-

times, but in this case, it is possible 
for you to get to the top of the moun-
tain. It’s just going to take some time.

The idea here is that bodywork 
is a skill, and as such it’s one that 
you can learn. You’re going to spend 
more time on the project as a result, 
and you’ll burn through a lot of 
body filler and sandpaper in the pro-
cess. You’re also going to want some 
extra patience stored up somewhere 
because if this is your first time laying 

filler, you will get frustrated along the 
way. Again, take a breath, calm down, 
and just keep trying. You’ll get it.

How do you learn? There’s the 
obvious options like finding a local 
class or seeing if you can hang out 
at a shop for a bit, but those might 
not work for your situation. Maybe 
look at talking to a buddy or learn 
from other pros in the area. Ask your 
friends who knows how to do it and 
then spend time watching them per-
form their magic. Ask lots of ques-
tions. And if you are a little bit more 
serious, check with your local paint 
shop and see if they know anyone 
you could talk to or of classes in the 
area. (Many welding shops also have 
classes, and that will help too.)

All that buildup is to say that 
bodywork is a difficult and trying 
task, particularly when you start out. 
Which means that if you want to pay 
a professional to do this part for you, 
there’s no shame in that at all.

Here’s why: your truck’s paint job 
is going to get a lot of looks. And if 
the bodywork underneath or the prep 
work to get you to paint is spotty or 
poorly done, the entire truck will suf-
fer. It is an absolutely critical part of 
the restoration process, and it must 
be done correctly.

The bodywork process is a long one, but when it’s done, the results are well 
worth it. (Photo Courtesy Mark Burdo) 
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So can you do it? Absolutely. But 
should you? Only if you know what 
you’re doing. If not, consider having 
a professional do it for you. And if 
you have any question on whether 
or not you can do it, skim through 
this chapter and see what’s up. Then 
you can make an accurate decision.

Stripping the Finish

Unless you were the person who 
paid for the truck back in the late 
1960s/early 1970s, you have no idea 
what’s really happened to it. Was it 
ever in a wreck? Did it get repainted 
in the 1980s? Face it: you’ll never 
find out. And that’s fine, but the only 
way to get things sorted is to take it 
down to the bare metal. You need a 
fresh start.

Chemical Methods
The first option you have to get 

rid of your paint is aircraft stripper. If 
you’ve never used it before, it’s a pro-
cess that has you pouring this gelati-
nous material onto the surface of the 
truck (or spraying it, depending on 
the product), and then you allow it 
to sit for a specified amount of time. 
Once the paint bubbles up, you take 

a scraping tool and peel it away from 
the metal. It may take multiple appli-
cations, but when you’re done, you’ll 
have bare metal to work with.

You have quite a few brand 
options to choose from. Kleen-Strip
Aircraft Paint Remover does the job, 
and POR-15 Strip Gel Aircraft Paint 
Remover is a respected brand in the 
field. Gel tends to stay in place longer 
and function better, while the spray 
is best for areas you can’t easily reach.

Here’s the downside: aircraft 
stripper is messy. And since it’s a 
caustic material, you’re going to need 
to suit up with eye protection, rub-
ber gloves, long pants and sleeves, 
and absolutely, above all else, an area 
with lots of good airflow. A mask or 
respirator isn’t a bad idea.

Another thing to think about is 
the mess. Putting some plastic under 
the truck before you get to stripping 
is recommended, as there will be a 
lot of sludge to deal with. You don’t 
want to try to clean that up by hand.

But with all that said, aircraft 
stripper is an efficient way to get 
paint off of your truck without dam-
aging the metal underneath. And 
that can be a very valuable tool in 
your toolbox.

Mechanical Methods
If you would rather stay away 

from the chemicals, you could just 
get after it with some sandpaper. Ide-
ally, you’ll have a D/A sander and a 
wide variety of grits to work with.

Start with a rough estimate. How 
much paint do you think is on the 
truck? If it’s a lot, start with a 24-grit
sandpaper. Then, as you start getting 
through more and more layers, work 
your way up to 80- or 120-grit and 
stop there. If the paint is already flak-
ing away, you can start with the 80 
grit and you should be fine.

The key is to move the D/A 
around a lot. You don’t want to build 
up too much heat in any one area, as 
that gives you the potential to warp 
the sheet metal. Keep moving and 
swap out the sandpaper for fresh stuff 
whenever it gets clogged up and you’ll 
be fine. That said, a D/A is nowhere 
near as bad at building up heat as a 
grinder, but if you have some delicate 
metal under there, you might cause 
some damage. Just be aware.

You will deal with a lot of dust 
here, so wear a mask and some eye 
protection. But otherwise the only 
issue is getting the dust off yourself 
when you’re done. For that, take a 
blow gun and put it on your air hose, 
then give yourself a shop shower. It’ll 
do in a pinch.

Media Blasting
If you want to take the truck 

down to the bare metal fairly fast, 
you can look into media blasting. 
The idea here is that you combine 
air from a compressor and a media to 
blow onto the surface. The abrasive 
quality will remove the paint and 
filler from the truck, as well as any 
rust, and you’ll be left with a clean 
piece of metal to work with.

Aircraft stripper 
creates quite a 
mess, but it does 
get the job done 
for a relatively 
small amount 
of money. It 
needs a lot of 
elbow grease, 
but you will get a 
bare-metal finish 
once you’re done if 
you do it correctly. 
(Photo Courtesy 
Mark Burdo) 
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If you’re doing this at home, 
then you’ll need a beefy compressor 
to handle the load. Consider a 60- to
80-gallon tank with 9 cfm of airflow 
at 90 psi. You’ll also want to strongly 
consider what kind of media you need 
to use. If you go with something too 
aggressive, you could blow holes in 
otherwise quality metal or warp the 
panels from too much heat. Or, if you 
go for something too light, it’ll take 
forever to get the job done. If you’re 
looking for a general rule of thumb, 

then go with 60 grit for the hood and 
roof, and 30–60 grit for everything 
else. Oh, and since some media is 
recyclable, consider doing your work 
over a drop cloth. Not only will that 
make it easier to clean up, but you can 
reuse some of the media too.

There are a lot of different types 
of media out there, but the most 
common ones are silicon carbide, 
aluminum oxide, and glass bead, 
with the latter two being the most 
preferable. To find out if either will 

work for your truck, give them a 
quick run along a rocker panel or the 
back wall of the cab—a place that’s 
generally inconspicuous. If you 
think it’s going to be too much, go 
with one of the less-abrasive options, 
such as corn cob or walnut shells. 
These two don’t etch the metal and 
are considered to be less abrasive, yet 
still can take bodywork and paint off 
the truck while building up less heat. 
The thing is, walnut shells are messy 
to use because they get lost in crev-
ices, and since both materials aren’t 
as aggressive, they will take longer to 
do the same task.

Let’s take a moment to break 
down some of the different types.

• Glass beads are considered to be 
medium abrasive, and you can 
reuse them up to 30 times.

• Plastic beads are more aggressive, 
but they don’t build up a ton of 
heat.

• Aluminum oxide is made up of 
tiny grains. It’s also not biode-
gradable, so be sure to clean it up 
carefully.

If you’re going to handle the media blasting yourself, then 
you want to do it outside—somewhere that has lots of ven-
tilation. Also be sure to protect yourself and put on some 
kind of dust protection, particularly for your lungs. (Photo 
Courtesy Mark Burdo)

One of the nice things about media blasting is that you 
can spray otherwise inaccessible areas, like inside the rear 
marker light pocket. (Photo Courtesy Mark Burdo)

What’s the downside to doing media blasting yourself? Well, this. It’s messy 
and hard to contain because it creates so many fine particles. Base your 
decision on what kind of workspace you have and how much time you want to 
dump into the process. (Photo Courtesy Mark Burdo)
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Now it’s important to note here 
that the process itself is pretty criti-
cal. Again, if you spend too much 
time in one area, you could blow 
through the metal. And even if you 
don’t, you can warp the panel just 
from the heat. So make sure to follow 
a few simple steps.

First off, you don’t need to crank 
up the pressure on your air compres-
sor to get this to work. Just 35–45 psi 
will work just fine. If you use more, 
you’re almost guaranteed to damage 
the panel, either by penetrating it too 
much or just applying excess heat.

Second, the truck needs to be 
stripped 100 percent before you start. 
That means the windows, moldings, 
trim, taillights, rubber, and every-
thing else should be off the truck 
completely. If, for some reason, you 
can’t or don’t want to remove a spe-
cific part, then you’ll need to mask it 
a ton—and even then there’s still a 
chance it could get damaged, partic-
ularly if it’s plastic.

When it comes time to actually 
start blasting, begin with a plan. Each 
part should follow the same basic 
process so that things are consistent 
and you get better results. Keep the 
nozzle 9–10 inches away from the 
panel and tilt it approximately 45 
degrees from the surface. Pick a pat-
tern—front to back, top to bottom, 
or whatever—and stick with it on 
each piece. Make sure to follow the 
pattern all the way on each panel so 
that you don’t forget to spray a spot 
along the way.

As you work the panel, remem-
ber that your truck probably had a 
few coats of paint on it, plus pos-
sibly a clear coat and some primer. 
Don’t expect to remove it all in 
one shot. Go a layer at a time and 
be patient. You’ll be able to watch 
the results as you go, so you will see 

progress. And the slower you go, the 
safer you will be.

If you’re doing this all yourself, 
then you’ll need to find a portable 
sandblaster of some kind. Fortu-
nately, there are quite a few afford-
able options. Eastwood sells a kit 
that’s around $165, but it’s made for 
finer materials (80 grit and up), and 
they recommend that you don’t use 
walnut shells. RedLine has one for 
$180, and there are all sorts of “bring 
your own bucket” versions that 
are essentially a gun and hose, and 
they’re around $50 or so, depending 
on the model.

Now at this point, there’s been 
a lot of general talk about the topic, 
but let’s get to a recommendation.

Soda Blasting
If you’re not sure which media 

you want to use, give soda blasting a 
good look. Although it’s not as hard-
core as some other methods, it gives 
you a nice option that removes paint 
and small amounts of rust. It’s not 
going to turn that rusted-out C10 of 
yours into rust-free perfection, but it 
will get rid of some basic scale and, 
more importantly, previous itera-
tions of paint. On the downside, it 
won’t be good for blasting through 
bodywork, so if your truck is heavy 
with filler, you might consider some-
thing stronger.

Soda is nice because you can use 
it on pretty much anything: metal 
(both steel and aluminum), fiber-
glass, and plastic. If, for some reason, 
you need to keep some chrome on 
your truck, you can spray around the 
shiny stuff without worrying about 
damaging it.

Another advantage is the finished 
product. A lot of media-blasted cabs 
and beds have an interesting texture 
to them. Sometimes that works to 

your advantage; you might not have 
to prep too hard before laying down 
primer, for example. But if you want 
the metal on your truck to look as 
new as possible, giving yourself as 
true factory fresh start, then soda 
is the best option. It doesn’t create 
that texture found on other media 
options, and—as an added bonus—
it covers the whole part with soda. 
Even though it’s not permanent, 
that’s a nice way to prevent your bare 
metal project from rusting further. 
And when it comes time to prime the 
vehicle, you just need to rinse off the 
part with water. No big deal.

Now again, this is your project, 
and you’ll have to be the one to 
make the big decision. If you want to 
do the media blasting yourself, then 
you’ll need to choose the media. 
If your truck is packed with filler, 
something more aggressive such as 
walnut, aluminum oxide, silicon car-
bine, or glass beads may be your best 
choice. And if you’re just not sure 
which way to go, well there’s another 
option too.

Body Shop Blasting
If you do some light Googling, 

you’ll find anywhere from one to a 
few dozen media blasters in your 
area. There are also body shops that 
will do the job for you too, although 
they may just farm it out to their 
favorite shop as well. But before you 
drop off your project, you should do 
a good amount of research.

You’ll want to know what kind 
of media they use. Do they charge by 
the hour or by project? Do they need 
to have the entire truck stripped 
down or can you send them a roll-
ing chassis? And, the most important 
one: downtime. How long will it take 
to get your parts done from start to 
finish?
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If they let you, take a tour of 
the place. There are plenty of hor-
ror stories of shops that lose parts, 
so make sure they run an organized 
facility, and that all of your stuff will 
be treated well (you don’t want them 
to add dents to your already rough 
project).

Of course, cost will also play a 
role. See what they charge for the 
job and factor that in. If you’re good 
with a lower price for a longer turn-
around time, then that may also be 
an option.

Acid Dipping
There hasn’t been a lot of talk 

thus far about acid dipping, and 
there’s a reason for that. First, it’s 
expensive; you’ll likely pay $1,000–
$2,000 to get your truck dipped. And 
second, there are some drawbacks to 
the process itself.

How does it work? Well, the end 
goal here is the same as it is with 
sandblasting: strip the paint and 
bodywork so you’re left with a clean 
shell. The way they do it is by dip-
ping the part in a tank filled with 

chemicals. These tanks vary from 
small—large enough for a fender—to 
huge. After all, your cab is nothing 
compared to a 1959 Impala wagon, 
and shops dip those too.

The first part of the process uses 
a solution to get all of the paint and 
grease off the body so that it’s a rel-
atively clean piece. They then clean 
off the solution (typically with water) 
and dip it into an acid tank. This han-
dles the rust removal part. Finally, it’s 
put through a process to neutralize 
the acid, making it safe to handle.

At this point, you’ll have a truck 
that’s free of rust, paint, and body-
work. There are two downsides. The 
first is that you have a ton of bare 
metal to deal with, and the oils in 
your hands will create more rust the 
first time you touch it. Fortunately, 
many shops (both for acid dipping 
and media blasting) can apply primer 
or epoxy sealer to your truck for you, 
stopping that process before it starts. 
But the big downside with acid dip-
ping (other than the cost) is that it 
cleans the paint off everywhere. Think 
about all the tiny nooks and crannies 

embedded in your truck where you 
could barely fit a spray can, much 
less a paint gun. There are the seams 
between two panels where the acid 
can reach, but you can’t. Those spots 
will forever be bare metal, which 
means they’re absolutely going to 
rust at some point.

Now is that a deal breaker? 
Maybe. But if your truck is so thick 
with rust, paint, and filler that tra-
ditional media blasting would be 
cost- or time-prohibitive, acid dip-
ping may be your best option.

Make Your Own Combination
Ultimately, this is all your call. 

But for many builders, the choice 
comes down to using some combi-
nation of all these options. Since the 
chassis is likely going to get powder 
coated, sending it off for acid dip-
ping is a good way to remove all the 
gunk and road grime that would take 
longer to do with media blasting. 
Maybe you use aircraft stripper on 
the fenders and soda blasting on the 
bed while taking a D/A with some 80 
grit to knock down the doors.

Every media blaster or stripper has its own preferences when it comes to how it 
takes in its projects. In this case, a rolling chassis was just fine. (Photo Cour-
tesy Lee Hurlbutt)

After blasting, you’ll often find spots 
where previous repairs were per-
formed. It’s up to you to determine 
if they did a good job or not. (Photo 
Courtesy Lonnie Thompson)
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However, you choose to handle 
the tasks is up to you. Just take your 
time to make an informed decision, 
that way you get it done right the 
first time.

What Do You Do with a Bare 
Metal Truck?

After you’ve media blasted your 
truck, there comes a big question: 
what do you do with the panels? 
You don’t want to let the part sit 
there and rust, right? Well, there are 
three options, and all of them come 
with pros and cons. They are epoxy 
primer, powder coat, and leaving it 
in bare metal. First, let’s talk about 
why you would want to do any of 
these, then let’s take a look at them 
one by one.

The moment that you’ve 
removed the finish from a panel, 
you’re open to it getting rusty. If you 
live in a humidity-prone environ-
ment, such as Florida, you can leave 
the media blaster with a fine coat of 
surface rust, whereas in Arizona you 
could keep everything in bare metal 
for a few months with little to no 
problem. To stop rust, you can coat 
the metal with a material that you’ll 

remove or scuff down later when it 
comes time to do your bodywork.

Epoxy primer is arguably the 
most common way to keep the pan-
els rust-free. You can spray it yourself 
in a clean environment, and if you’re 
going to put anything on a panel, the 
argument could be made that it’s the 
easiest way to go. But it does apply 
a little bit rough, so you won’t get a 
perfectly smooth finish.

Now some will argue that you 
can’t put filler on epoxy primer, 
while others do just that. To find out, 
talking to an expert—like Spencer at 
Arizona Rod Shop—helps. His pref-
erence is to spray with epoxy primer 
first, then he’ll scuff it up with 

120-grit sandpaper before he lays 
any filler. It’s more time-consuming, 
but the panels are protected from the 
start.

Option two is powder coat, 
which may seem extreme but is 
gaining popularity recently. Why? 
Because with powder coat you don’t 
have to prep the panel mechani-
cally like you would with epoxy, 
and you can get powder coat into 
places you might not be able to reach 
with primer. When it comes time to 
paint the panel, the powder coat will 
keep those difficult-to-reach spots 
rust-free.

The downsides? Well, first off, 
who’s going to powder coat it for you? 

Here’s a cab that 
just got back from 
the media blaster, 
and it’s still in 
bare metal. (Photo 
Courtesy Lonnie 
Thompson)

See the rust here and those little 
pits? Those are some small to large 
amounts of rust that the media blast-
ing process removed that will need to 
be replaced. (Photo Courtesy Lonnie 
Thompson)

Once you have a 
part in bare metal, 
you have to cover 
it with something 
to prevent rust, 
right? In this case, 
yes—epoxy primer. 
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In some cases, a media blasting shop 
may have a partner company that 
does powder coating, but if not, then 
you have to make a second trip—and 
payment—to get it done. Also, pow-
der coating is a solid fi nish. That’s 
why people use it on their frames and 
suspension. Getting it off a panel can 
be tedious and time consuming.

Then there’s just leaving it in bare 
metal. This is the easiest and cheapest 
method, but it’s also the riskiest. Every 
time you touch a piece of bare metal 
with your hands, you’re transferring 
the oil from your skin onto the sur-

face. That will form rust eventually, 
and the longer a part is in bare metal, 
the more likely you are to touch it. 
Then there’s the environment itself. 
Going back to the Florida/Arizona 
idea, Floridians would expect panels 
to rust fairly quickly, while people in 
Arizona could go with bare metal for 
relatively long periods of time. It’s all 
in the humidity.

It’s up to you, ultimately, but 
you have a lot of choices when it 
comes to how you store your project. 
Whichever you choose, make sure 
you do your best to keep everything 

clean so that the end result is what 
you were looking for.

Rust Inspection

These trucks were built like 
trucks, and for many of them, they 
were used the same way. So although 
the conditions they have seen may 
be rougher than you’d fi nd on a 
Camaro of the same era, they were 
also built to handle that treatment. 
All that said, they still get rusty, and 
you’re going to have to fi nd it as you 
build your project.

Creating a 1967 Clone

The argument could be made that a wide portion of the 
people out there who want to build one of these trucks 
want to do a 1967. It is the unicorn year that doesn’t 

have the sidemarkers, you can get them with a small or large 
back window, and they have that slanted hood. But really, 
the differences between the 1967 and 1968 models come 
down to the sidemarker lights on the fenders and bed; the 
1968s have them, the 1967s don’t. If you want that 1967 
look, you can do it one of two ways. You can buy NOS or 
reproduction 1967 fenders and bedsides, or you can weld 
up the ones you have.

To do that, you fi rst need to create a metal template for 
the sidemarkers. It needs to fi t inside where the original lens 

sat, and be fl ush with the outside metal, so you’ll have to cut 
out the stock mounting points as well. Then you just weld it 
up, alternating corners, making sure to move the tack welds 
around the panel so you don’t build up too much heat. Once 
you’re done, just grind down the welds, do some bodywork, 
and nobody will be the wiser—unless they look inside the 
fender well or bedside, of course.

The other option is to buy a new front clip. If you have 
anything other than a 1968, this is probably your best bet. You 
can get them from the aftermarket—Brothers Trucks, Classic 
Industries, etc.—or do some digging at your local wrecking 
yards to see what you can fi nd. Then it’s just a matter of bolting 
everything up and welding up the bed, and you’re good to go. ■

Here there are two 1967 front clips. In the foreground in 
white is one from a wrecking yard, and the one in black is 
made of aftermarket parts. (Photo Courtesy Mark Burdo)

The stock sidemarkers on a 1968 C10 can be removed 
entirely from the fenders and bed and welded up, giving 
the truck the look of a 1967.
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One way to do that is with an ini-
tial inspection. Go through the body 
of the truck and, using either a per-
manent marker or chalk, mark up the 
truck with circles and arrows to show 
where potential damage may be. 
Remember, all the paint will come 
off eventually, so it’s not a big deal.

Where will you find it? Well 
every truck is different, but there are 
a few standard spots. The cowl area 
sees a lot of water, and it usually gets 
clogged with leaves and debris right 
in the corners of the firewall. That 
will eat through the steel no problem, 
and it’s a pretty typical spot for rust.

The rockers are another one that’s 
pretty obvious, but the inner rockers 
are the sneaky ones that’ll get you. If 
you have to replace the outers, make 
sure to buy some skins for the inners 
too—just in case. Inside the cab, par-
ticularly on the passenger side, will 
also reveal some rust. The heater 
core on these trucks is on the other 
side of the firewall, and in extreme 
situations, it can leak (although it’s 
nowhere near as prevalent a problem 
as in the 1973–1987 models). Either 
way, the rockers and kick panels can 
see rust, which is an issue.

Other spots are fairly obvious 
once you put some thought into it. 
The drip rails around the top of the 
cab can rust out. Pockets in the fend-
ers and bed can see rust, and so can 
spots near the gas tank on the inside 
of the cab. And, of course, the bat-
tery tray area and just underneath it 
can see some rust, usually from leaky 
batteries.

Now once you find the rust, you 
have to make some decisions, and it’s 
based on what kind you’ve found. Is 
it severe or surface rust? The choice 
you make will dictate your path from 
there.

Let’s start with surface rust. This 
is, as the term implies, rust that’s 
just on the surface of the metal. It 
hasn’t spent years digging in and 
eating away at the panel. Usually 
this happens when oily hands touch 

This truck, built in the Portland, 
Oregon, area, sported some repair-
able rust in the cowl. (Photo Courtesy 
Lonnie Thompson)

The rockers are always an obvious 
problem (this goes for most projects, 
regardless of make), but once you cut 
away the outer panel, you can see the 
real problem: the inner rockers. If the 
outers are gone, the inners proba-
bly are too. (Photo Courtesy Lonnie 
Thompson)

The inner kick panels usually see rust 
too. In this case, it’s not that bad and 
can be repaired with some home-
made patch panels. (Photo Courtesy 
Lonnie Thompson)

This is a great example of both a poor repair and severe rust. On the bottom 
of the rocker (and the corners where the floor meets the rockers) is severe 
rust that needs to be cut out. But above it is a previous repair job that involved 
fiberglass mat—not the proper application for this kind of job. (Photo Courtesy 
Lonnie Thompson)
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a bare-metal panel, or even just from 
exposed metal over a short period of 
time.

As the rust penetrates deeper, it 
starts to transform into scale—a term 
created because it looks a bit like liz-
ard scales. At this point we’re beyond 
surface rust, and the panel may have 
actually separated into layers. As the 
metal gets eaten away, it gets thinner. 
The thickness of metal is measured 
on a gauge chart with lower numbers 
being thicker and higher numbers 
being thinner. So with rust, what 
started off as 10-gauge metal may 
now be as thin as 12- or 14-gauge. 
And that also makes it weaker.

You start delving into severe rust 
territory when the panel is almost 
nonexistent. Think about the rocker 
panels that’ve been eaten alive or the 
bottom of the bed where you can’t 
even see what used to be there. Those 
are the spots where there is no panel 
to salvage, so you’ll have to install a 
new one.

But how do you get to that point? 
How do you know whether or not it’s 
salvageable or not? Some of it comes 
down to experience, but there are a 
few basic steps to go through.

The fi rst is to pick up a sheet 
metal gauge. It’s usually a small 
disk that will help you fi gure out 
how thick metal is, and you can get 

them online for $15–$20 at either 
Eastwood or Amazon. That’s handy 
if you know the thickness of the 
stock metal and what it should be, 
but if you don’t, check the aftermar-
ket and see how thick replacement 
panels are. If the metal you have is 
thinner than replacement pieces, 
then you might need to replace it. 
And one other thing: thinner metal 
is cheaper, but it will dent easier and 
won’t be as strong.

Once you’ve decided to replace 
the panel, the question now is if you 
should buy a new one or fabricate 

one on your own. If you’ve never 
done any metalwork, this might 
seem daunting, but that just depends 
on the shape. If it’s a corner of a kick 
panel, you could probably just cut 
something out with tin snips and 
you’ll be good to go. But if not, and 
there are a lot of compound curves 
and the like, and you’d need better 
metalworking skills or tools to make 
it happen, then buying a new panel 
might be the best choice.

Basically, you should ask yourself 
how diffi cult the process is going to 
be. If it’s going to be extremely dif-
fi cult to make a new piece, or if the 
replacement parts seem excessive, 
then you have choices to make. Let’s 
say your fl oor was rusted out, but 
the only option you have to fi x it 
is an entire fl oor piece. Is it worth it 
to spend the extra money, or should 
you just patch up the parts with your 
own metal to save the cash? And if 
it’s going to cost you more to put 
together all those little patches than 
it would be just to buy a fl oor, then 
maybe it’s not that bad a deal.

At the end of the day, it’s always 
better to use factory metal over 
aftermarket stuff. But if the part 
isn’t salvageable, sometimes buying 
replacement parts is not only the 
only option but also the best one. It’s 
your call.

Finding Replacement Panels

These trucks are nothing if not popular, which means 
that fi nding replacement panels is easy. Unfortunately, 
the quality of these panels can sometimes be in ques-

tion, too. Make sure that you do some digging before you 
make a purchase.

That said, a safe fi rst place to start is with Dynacorn. 
You can get outer rocker panels for $20 at Speedway Motors  
and cab corners for $15. Dynacorn has pretty much every-
thing you need for these trucks. If you’re looking to buy an 

entire bed, you can start here and know you’ll get a quality 
product.

The argument could also be made that you could get 
everything you need for these trucks at Brothers Trucks. They 
have options for all sorts of things, including their popular 
short-bed conversion kit (which is discussed in chapter 12).

Finally, LMC Truck has a catalog just for these Chevys. 
If you want an entire fender, it’s $160, and for $470 you get 
a hood. ■

Sometimes you’ll run into another 
problem: poorly fi xed panels. In this 
case, the panel probably got water in 
the gap, so replacing it makes sense. 
(Photo Courtesy Lonnie Thompson)
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Panel Replacement

Although each panel should be 
approached on a case-by-case basis, 
there are some basic rules to follow.

Start by fi guring out where the 
good metal ends and the bad metal 
begins. That’s where you’re going to 
put your border. You’ll then cut out 
the bad metal using a die grinder 
with a cut-off wheel, an air saw, 
reciprocating saw, or whatever other 
tool you need to get the job done to 
give you a clean cut. Then you’ll take 
an angle grinder with a sanding disc 
to grind any paint or grease off the 
surrounding metal. The idea here is 
to make sure there’s no rust or dirt 
around the new piece and that you 
have a clean and straight surface to 
weld to.

Now that the visible stuff is out, 
you need to evaluate what’s under-
neath. Sometimes—as is the case on 
a rocker panel—you have an inside 
panel to deal with as well. If it needs 
rust repair, then that’s where every-
thing has to start. If not, here’s a 
quick tip: remove any scale or surface 
rust with a grinder and then spray 

the area with weld-through primer. 
This lets you weld over the panel but 
will prevent future corrosion to the 
hidden part.

The next step depends on the 
type of panel you’re working on. 
If you’re putting two fl at pieces of 
metal next to each other, one option 
is to fl ange the replacement piece. In 
this scenario, you’re creating a small 
step in the patch panel so that the 
step sits under the good metal. Then 
you can create a stronger surface for 
a weld.

To do that, you create the 
replacement part and its fl ange, then 
drill holes in the original panel right 
about where the fl ange will sit. Place 
the replacement piece in, clamp the 
two panels together, and tack weld 
through those holes to give you a 
super strong connection.

The act of “tack welding” also 
needs some explanation. A tack weld 
is a quick, one-hit, one-second burst 
with the torch so that the two pieces 
of metal can be fused together. The 
idea here is that you don’t want to 
build up too much heat by laying 
down a bead of weld, as that will 
cause the sheet metal panels to warp 
and buckle.

That heat principle continues 
to apply as you go through the 
process. Space your tack welds 
around the panel so that too much 
heat doesn’t build up in one area. 
Move to opposite corners, space 
them out by a few inches—what-
ever works to keep the heat down. 
And, eventually, you fill in the 
gaps with more tack welds. Yes, it’s 
a laborious process, but it’s better 
than spending hours beating that 
panel straight or applying way too 
much body filler.

Once everything is welded 
up, you need to grind down those 
welds. You can do this a variety of 
different ways, but again, heat. One 
option is to use an angle grinder 
with a 40-grit sanding disc to knock 
down the high spots in the weld. 
Move it around a lot, but never go 
so deep that the weld is level with 
the surrounding metal. Once that is 
the case, swap to an 80-grit disc and 
start sanding again until it is level. 
Once it looks like a seamless joint, 
you’re good to go.

Yes, it is a tedious task, and it’s 
one you’ll have to do a whole bunch 
in course of the restoration. But the 
results are worth it.

How do you make new templates? 
Easy: use poster board and scissors. 
Just trace onto the poster board and 
use that as a pattern for the real 
metal. After all, it’s easier to fuss with 
the poster board than the real deal. 

MIG vs. TIG

A brief note here about welders. Most people use a MIG welder for this type of 
work for a few reasons. It’s quick, easy to work with, and generally an affordable 
option. That said, you could TIG weld all this work as well. However, it’s more 
expensive to get into TIG welding, and it does take more skill (and hands) to 
get done properly.

If you choose to go MIG, use one with a shielding gas like 75 percent 
Argon/25 percent CO2—never weld flux-core, particularly with sheet metal, as 
it’s much more fi nicky. Use 0.023 or 0.30 wire depending on the thickness of 
the metal you’re working with.

You can use either MIG or TIG when you’re welding in replacement panels. 
Either way, just be sure to take your time and do it the right way. ■
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Cutting Out the Inner Rocker Panel

Rocker Panel Replacement
Although these trucks come 

in a wide variety of conditions, 
one of the most common areas to 
find rust is in the rocker panels. 
These are the sections on the out-

side of the body that run parallel 
to the ground and curl into the 
doorjamb. When they rust, both 
the inner and outer panels get 
exposed, which can reveal a whole 
ton of problems.

How common is it? Even 
bone-dry Arizona trucks have rusty 
rockers. Needless to say, it’s some-
thing that the average automotive 
restorer will run into.

1 This is a pretty typical example 
of what’s out there in the fi eld. 

At this point, the previous owner 
already cut off the rockers to see the 
damage and took it in to have it 
repaired properly. 

2 The crew took the time to make a new inner panel 
by hand with a sheet metal brake, and the fi rst step 

to getting the panel repaired is to cut out the rusty metal. 

3 The panel came off in two pieces: the large lower 
section and then the part that connects to the 

fl oorboard. 
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Fitting and Installing the New Inner Rocker Panel

4 Mike then test fi ts the panel in the cut-out area. 
Once he’s sure it’ll sit in there perfectly, he grinds 

down the surrounding metal with a die grinder and a 
sanding disc to bring it down to bare metal. 

5 With the panel clamped in place in the corners, 
Mike tack welds it in place. Then he’ll check the 

fi tment yet again and adjust as necessary. 

6 One way to make sure the 
replacement piece is installed 

correctly is to test fi t the outer rocker 
panel on the truck. 

7 There are small square holes in 
each corner that also need to 

be fi lled. Mike then takes a Sharpie 
and marks out where he’ll have to cut 
down the scrap piece of metal to 
make a new fi ller piece. This needs to 
be done on both the front and rear of 
the panel. 
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1 The outer rocker panel replacement piece is now 
fi tted into place and clamped down. 

2 This is a good example of how an inexpensive 
replacement part can fi t: poorly. The customer 

brought these panels to the shop, but they don’t fi t in the 
back—they’re too shallow. The problem can be fi xed, but 
it’s going to take some work. 

Fitting the New Outer Rocker Panel

8 With the new panel made, Mike tack welds it in 
place. The welds here look like one solid bead 

because he took the time to tack weld slowly and space 
them out, doing the process until they all stacked up 
nicely. 

9 Next the rest of the panel is tack welded in place 
and the welds are ground down smooth with a die 

grinder and a sanding disc. 

10 Once the install is done, the 
entire inner edge of the panel 

is tack welded to create one straight 
section of weld. 
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4 To make sure the rocker lines up correctly, the crew 
bolts up the original door to the body and gaps it 

properly. 

5 He starts by knocking the bottom of the rocker out 
farther using a block of wood to dissipate the blow 

from his hammer. 

3 After pre-drilling some holes and spraying some 
weld-through primer on the inner panel, Mike 

temporarily screws the outer replacement panel to the 
body. 

6 After some banging and hammering, the panel now 
fi ts much better. 

7 The panel is then tack welded in place. 
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Cab Corner Replacement
The cab corners, being so close to the rocker pan-

els, are also common casualties to rust. It’s usually eas-

iest to replace both of these panels at the same time, 
as then it’s easier to space out the tack welds across a 
larger area.

Replacing a Cab Corner

1 Using a piece of tape as a guide, Mike lays out 
where he’s going to put the new patch panel for the 

cab corner. Everything above the tape line is good, and 
below is where they’ll replace. 

3 Then Mike cuts down the panel with a cut-off wheel 
on a die grinder. Again, he won’t need all of the 

replacement panel, just what’s going under the tape line. 

2 The replacement panel is then held in place and 
marked with a permanent marker to give them a 

rough starting point. 

4 Now the replacement panel is held in place. Once  
it’s in the right spot, Mike can start cutting out the 

bad metal. 

5 The rusted metal needs to come out, so Mike 
attacks it with a cut-off wheel. The goal here is to 

keep as much of the original metal as possible but still 
have enough strength in the panel that the new piece can 
be welded in properly. 
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6 The inside of the panel is pretty rusted out too. It’s 
covered in sand from the media blasting process, as 

well as rust. 

7 The replacement panel is fi t back in place again, 
and now the tedious process of fi tting, trimming, 

and fi tting again begins. This will repeat itself until the 
panel fi ts perfectly on the body.

8 Using some poster board as a template, Mike 
marks out the area that he needs to replace. He’ll 

use this as a guide on a piece of sheet metal so that it all 
fi ts like factory. 

9 Once the piece is cut and shaped, it’s tack welded 
in place inside the cab corner. 

10 Now that the panel has been fi tted correctly, Mike 
clamps it in place on the truck so that he can weld it 

in properly. 

11 The panel is then tack welded in place. Once the 
panel is confi rmed to be straight, he’ll fi nish tack 

welding the panel and grind down the welds so there’s no 
sign the repair ever happened. 
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Dashboard Solutions

Since these trucks have been 
around for over 40 years now, many 
people have done their fair share of 
customization to their vehicles. One 
of the more popular hacks is with 
the stereo. The original model has a 
push-button body with two knobs to 
the side, while most cars today use a 
DIN (2 x 7-inch) or even a double-DIN
(4 x 7-inch) stereo. Although today 
you can fi nd aftermarket stereos that 

will fi t in the original slot complete 
with modern amenities like Blue-
tooth streaming, not everyone has 
(or had) the patience for that, so they 
just cut a DIN-sized hole in the dash 
with an air saw or something similar. 
The result is a dash that’s defi nitely 
not factory, and it typically looks 
horrible.

If your project has that same 
problem, don’t stress about it too 
much. You can, as shown here, cut 
out the climate control and stereo 

portion of the dashboard out of 
an unrestored truck—a parts truck 
would work great here. You can also 
buy the sheet metal from Broth-
ers Trucks or Classic Parts. They sell 
a Dash Face Repair Panel for $60, 
which is certainly better than the 
alternative. Weld it in place by doing 
slow tack welds around the perimeter 
so that the panel doesn’t warp, and 
then grind down the welds.

Ideally, your perfect project truck 
doesn’t have that issue. But if it does, 
this is a relatively easy fi x.

Floorboard Fixes

Although the cab corners and 
rockers see a lot of the rust damage, 
those aren’t the only spots. The fl oor-
boards tend to see rust as well, partic-
ularly around the kick panels. Fixing 
them appropriately depends on the 
amount of damage that’s present. If 
the entire fl oor is rotted out, then 
a replacement fl oor panel or panels 
should be used. If not, small pieces 
can be made as necessary.

If you look 
closely around 
the perimeter of 
the stereo and 
climate controls, 
you’ll see the 
seam where the 
new panel was 
cut and welded 
in place. It will 
eventually be 
bodyworked and 
sanded down 
until it’s invisible. 

Replacement Floor Patches

1 This particular section of fl oor is right on the 
passenger side kick panel, and it’s larger than it 

appears. Not only is it part of the seam between the fl oor 
and the panel, but it’s also the pinch weld in the doorjamb.

2 A replacement piece is made for the kick panel 
using a hand shear. The piece is based off of a 

template made just for the occasion. 
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3 There’s a notch that needs to go in the panel as 
well, so it’s drilled out with a unibit. Why the notch? 

Because Mike wants to keep the original look of the spot 
welds in the doorjamb, so this piece of metal will weld in 
around the spot welds, not over them. 

4 The new panel is then held in place and traced so 
that Mike knows where to cut out the original metal. 

5 The affected area is then cut out with a die grinder 
and a cut-off wheel. 

6 The piece is then tack welded in place, once again, 
spacing the tacks out and working their way around 

the panel. 

7 Now, with the welding complete, all that needs to be 
done is some grinding and light bodywork. 
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Cab Mount Installation
The bed of your project truck 

is bolted directly to the frame, and 

there’s no rubber cushion between 
the two, but your cab isn’t. Instead, 
there are small pieces of rubber 
sitting between the cab and the 
frame, and if they’re worn down, 
there will be problems. Your doors 
may not line up or shut well. The 
fenders could be misaligned with 
your doors or hood. And the entire 
back half of the cab could just sag 
down.

So why is this included in the 
bodywork chapter? Because the first 
step in your bodywork process is to 
make sure that your panels are all 
aligned properly. If they’re not, then 
when you’re laying on filler and sand-

ing panels, your bodylines won’t be 
straight, and neither will the panels 
in comparison to each other. It seems 
like a simple thing, but making sure 
your mounts are new and in good 
shape is important to the bodywork 
process.

The solution is new cab mounts, 
and you have two options when it 
comes time to install them. If your 
truck is blown apart, then put the 
new cab mounts on the frame and  
lift the cab in place. If not, you can 
place a jack under the cab and lift it 
up, replacing it one corner at a time. 
Either way, it’s a pretty straightfor-
ward process.

Rotten cab mounts look pretty rough, 
as evidenced by this pair. (Photo 
Courtesy Lee Hurlbutt)

There are two different heights of cab mounts, and they’re 
labeled when you buy replacements. Make sure you’re put-
ting the right ones in the correct places so you don’t have 
alignment issues. 

A quick comparison between the old and the new mounts 
shows how big a difference there is. 

Removing the old cab mounts is pretty simple: unbolt 
them, jack up the side of the truck, and then lift them out. 
If you’re concerned about damaging the rockers, use a 
block of wood between the jack and the panel to distribute 
the load.

The new rubber 
mounts (you can 
buy polyurethane 
ones too) come 
in multiple pieces 
but ultimately will 
stack up like this on 
the truck. See that 
gap in the middle? 
That’s where the 
frame mount sits. 
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Gapping the Panels

If you think about the standards 
of today’s vehicles compared to what 
they were in the late 1960s, things 
have changed quite a bit. The fit and 
finish of today’s vehicles is much 
better than what they had back then. 
Granted, they designed everything 
on drafting tables with slide rulers 
as opposed to on a computer with 
AutoCAD, but still, improvements 
can be made.

Sometimes that comes in the 
form of gapping panels. Essentially, 
what you’re trying to do is make sure 
that the gap—the distance between 
two panels such as the doors and 
fenders, hood and cowl, etc.—are 
consistent throughout. You can do 

that through shims and shifting 
things around, but at some point 
you just might have to get out the 
welder and grinder to make some-
thing happen.

Since the goal is to even out the 
gaps, every scenario will be different. 
Sometimes you’ll need to remove 
metal to make the gap the same as 
the rest. Other times you’ll have to 
add it. You might even have to do 
the same on one stretch of mate-
rial. The key is to make sure you do 
a clean and quality job so that the 
truck looks just like it would’ve out 
of the factory.

Fixing Factory Issues

One common issue with these 
trucks involves the hood. They used 
big, heavy springs to keep them up 
without a hood strut; but over time, 
those hinges wear out. The problem 
is that the rivet in the middle of the 

Once the new top part of the mount 
is in place, it’s easy to see the 
difference. 

And with both sides in, you can see 
how the completed setup looks. Now 
the process just needs to be repeated 
on the remaining corners. 

Here’s a great example of panel 
gapping on a cowl. The factory 
piece didn’t line up right, so they 
added some metal, then welded it 
all in place. (Photo Courtesy Lonnie 
Thompson)

Once all the welding 
was done, it was ready 
for bodywork, so nobody 
would be the wiser. 
(Photo Courtesy Lonnie 
Thompson)

The top part of the cowl 
by the pillars needed 
help too. To close that 
gap, they first cut the 
cowl with a cut-off
wheel and lifted the 
remaining metal up. 
Then they filled in that 
gap with weld as shown. 
(Photo Courtesy Lonnie 
Thompson)
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hood hinge will oval out over time, 
and that causes the back of the hood 
by the cowl to raise up. It’s annoy-
ing, and it’s not aesthetically pleas-
ing either.

You have a few options to fix 
them. There are aftermarket hinges 
out there that will do the job nicely 
if you want to drop the cash. Some-
times they’re even extra fancy and 
made out of billet aluminum. Then 
there are firewall-mounted options 
that also look good and include 
shocks. And, of course, you can buy 
new ones from the aftermarket. But if 
you want to keep the original parts, 
then you have another choice.

Take the hinge to a local machine 
shop. They can remove the factory 
rivet, re-machine the hole so it’s 
round again, and install a new rivet. 
Then your hood will open and close 
like new and won’t stick up in the 
back either. Problem solved.

Body Repair

The first step in any good body-
working project is to figure out where 
all the dents are and what you need 
to fix. The solution? Chalk or a per-
manent marker. Walk around your 
truck and find all of the high and 
low spots. If there’s a wave, circle it. 

If there’s a dent, point to it. Make 
sure that everything is documented 
right there on the truck itself, and 
then take photos of the entire thing. 
Once you’re sure that everything is 
covered, you can get to work.

Most bodywork starts with the 
truck in bare metal. And if your 
project is pretty far gone, chances 
are you’ve already gone through the 
media blasting process in some form. 
If your truck is doing okay and only 
needs some minor work, then you 
can get away with roughing up the 
surface and applying a skim coat of 
metal glaze or sanding putty, but 
chances are that’s not the case. Your 
next step is to start sanding.

Work the surface around your 
dents down to the bare metal with 
80-grit sandpaper, usually on a D/A 
sander. Give the dent a wide berth 
because you’ll be extending body 
filler over and beyond the dent itself. 
This is where you’re going to start 
the bodyworking process.

Ask the first question: is this a 
raised imperfection or a dent? If it’s 
raised, you need to start by hammer-
ing it down. Don’t just start beating 

See how the hood doesn’t align with 
the cowl? That’s because of worn-out
hood springs.

This is the troublesome rivet in ques-
tion, but if you’re going to get the 
hinge rebuilt, you might as well do all 
the rivets. 

Use a light to see down the side of the 
panels, looking for waves and imper-
fections. When you find one, circle it. 
You’ll have to deal with it later. 

Always use a mix-
ing pad of some 
kind when mixing 
up your filler. A 
lot of people use 
cardboard, but 
that can soak up 
some of the liquid 
in the filler and 
cause it to react 
differently than 
it should. (Photo 
Courtesy Mark 
Burdo)
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on it with any old tool, though. Get 
a body hammer and lightly tap the 
high spot down until it’s flat—or an 
approximation of flat. If necessary, 
you can always tap the high spot into 
a low spot, but try to keep it as per-
fect as possible.

If you have a low spot—a dent, 
crease, or other imperfection—then 
you also may need to hammer the 
dent out, just from the inside of the 

panel. Again, the goal is to get the 
panel as straight as possible.

Once you have something to 
work with, you can apply filler. The 
goal is to use nothing more than 1/8 
inch of product. Why? Because body 
filler shrinks back, and the more 
you have, the more it’ll shrink. And 
if it’s really thick, it’ll just crack on 
you—and that’s obviously not a good 
thing. Keep it low and you’ll be fine.

Working a Panel from  
Start to Finish

Until this point, there’s been 
some overall talk about how to han-
dle bodywork but nothing in-depth. 
So with that in mind, let’s walk 
through an entire panel from start to 
finish and see how it all works out. 
In this case, it’s a fender from a 1968 
C10, and it needs just minor repairs.

The filler is swiped on with a squeegee, and as you can 
see, it’s kept as flat as possible but isn’t perfect. That’s 
fine; it’ll get sanded down anyway. (Photo Courtesy Mark 
Burdo)

Take a peek at that right corner. That’s how the filler 
should look once it’s sanded down. It may take multiple 
applications until it feels right, but that’s okay. (Photo 
Courtesy Mark Burdo)

Prepping the Panel

With the fender on a stand, the first step is to clean off the 
entire piece. In this case, it’s wax and grease remover. 

Using a clean, lint-free paper towel, the entire panel is then 
dried off. Notice that he’s wearing gloves? That’s to keep 
away from further contamination. This clean and dry process 
is done twice overall to ensure that everything is spotless. 
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Types of Body Fillers

There are a few different types of body fi ller you’ll 
use with your project:

• Glaze putty
• Lightweight or premium body fi ller
• Reinforced body fi ller

Let’s break each one down.
Glaze putty is a thin, lightweight polyester putty 

designed to fi ll small holes or super small waves. It 
can be put directly over sanded paint, which means 
that if you’re just reworking a minor dent, you don’t 
have to take the truck down to the bare metal. But 
it’s also not designed for anything deep, so don’t go 
applying 25 layers of it to get 1/8 inch thick. Auto 
Body Toolmart sells a 30 oz. container for $41.

Lightweight or premium body fi ller is the stuff 
you’ll use the most. It’s designed for dent repair in 
all shapes and forms, and it can be applied up to 
1/8-inch thick. The main differences between lightweight 
and premium fi ller is the amount of shrink back you get and 
the sanding ability. Lightweight fi llers are less expensive and 
can shrink more, which causes your smooth lines to turn 
into waves. That doesn’t mean you can’t use them, it’s just 
that you need to account for the shrinking time when you’re 
doing your build. Premium fi llers are also usually easier to 
sand, which means you’ll go through less sandpaper. Ever-
coat Rage is a great option in that scenario.

Reinforced body fi ller is pretty much what it sounds 
like: body fi ller with additional materials that make it stron-
ger. Typically, this is fi berglass. Strands of fi berglass mat are 
mixed with the fi ller, which means you can fi ll deeper dents 
than with traditional fi ller. So why would you want to use 
it? It’s standard for fi berglass work, but you won’t have any 
of that on your C10 (or you shouldn’t anyway). But if you 

do have a dent that you can’t get out but it’s a bit over the 
1/8-inch mark, fiberglass-reinforced fi ller can help you out. 
First you build up a base with the fi berglass fi ller, then you 
use premium or lightweight fi ller on top. It’s not ideal, but 
some people prefer this method to the alternatives. One gal-
lon of USC Duraglass is $45 at Auto Body Toolmart.

So who do you use for fi llers? Evercoat, USC, and 3M 
make some amazing products, and they’re all quite reliable. 
You can get a gallon of USC Pro-Gold ES Premium Autobody 
Filler at Auto Body Toolmart for $41. A gallon of Evercoat 
Rage will set you back $73 at the same shop.

You’re going to go through a lot of fi ller, and it will set 
you back some money, that’s for sure. But remember that 
the more you spend on quality materials, the more you’ll see 
it back in the fi nal result. It may not seem like it when you’re 
sanding away at 2 a.m., but it’s true. ■

From left to right: glazing putty, lightweight body fi ller, and pre-
mium body fi ller.

Now the panel is clean, but the fi ller needs a mechani-
cal connection to stick to the panel—often referred to as 
“tooth.” He’s using 80-grit sandpaper on a D/A sander to 
ensure that the fi ller will stick properly. 
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Metalworking the Panel

Epoxy Primer and Filler Prep

There’s a tiny imperfection in the fender lip, and it’s best 
to start by working it with a hammer and dolly. Notice how 
the dolly is on the backside of the panel and the hammer 
is on the face. He’ll strike one against the other to smooth 
out the piece. 

The panel is then epoxy primed. Why? Well, it would be a 
week before it was worked on again, so this would provide 
some protection against rust. But also because it helps 
show dents like this one in the leading edge of the fender.

The epoxy primer protects the panel, but you want a more 
consistent finish for the filler. Now he uses 120-grit sand-
paper on a D/A to put a consistent tooth in the panel. 

Once the D/A has done its job, it’s time to sand any 
remaining spots by hand. At this point you can do it with 
a block or without, just make sure to avoid putting finger 
sanding lines in your primer. 
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Body Filler Dry Times
There are two things to consider 

when you’re working with body filler. 
First, the dry time—that’s the amount 
of time it takes for the filler to go from 
a gel state to a sandable form. Second, 
the work time—the window you have 

where sanding the product is ideal. 
Traditionally, those times have varied 
widely based on ambient tempera-
ture and the products you use. But in 
recent times, that’s changed.

Evercoat makes the popular Rage 
line of body fillers, and they intro-

duced a new way to mix some of 
their products to get the work and 
dry times you need.

For the purposes of this example, 
let’s say that you’re working at a shop 
in the summertime in Arizona. If you 
were to use all Rage Ultra filler, you’d 
have just over a minute to apply the 
product, and then a 14-minute win-
dow to sand it down. That’s virtually 
impossible to do—particularly in 
temps above 105 degrees. So instead, 
if you were to mix half Rage Ultra 
with half Rage Ultra Extreme, you’d 
have 5 minutes to apply the filler and 
17 minutes to sand it. If you’re work-
ing on a small panel like a fender, 
that kind of time window would 
work pretty well.

Mixing filler is not an exact sci-
ence. You don’t need to weigh and 
measure the amount of each type that 
you use, just eyeball it. But knowing 
that you can mix two different types 
to get the working and drying times 
you want is a great thing to have in 
your pocket. Consider using a chart 
like this the next time you’re working 

The entire panel is then lightly scuffed with a red 
Scotch-Brite pad. This is to hit any spots that may have 
been missed by the D/A, and it’s done fairly quickly. 

Back to the wax and grease remover we go with the entire 
panel getting another treatment of the cleaner. Just like 
before, he’ll go over it with a lint-free paper towel, apply 
another round of cleaner, then paper towel a final time. 

You can pick up your 
own version of this chart 
from your local autobody 
supply store. It’s a great 
reference tool as you go 
along this project, partic-
ularly as the weather and 
temperatures change. 
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on your truck because it could save 
you time and money in the long run.

Mixing Body Filler
The process of mixing body filler, 

on the surface, seems pretty easy. 
And it’s not difficult to do per se, but 
it is easy to screw up.

The first issue is making sure you 
have the right work surface. Some 
people use cardboard scraps as a spot 
to mix their filler. However, it’s not 
only too soft but it also soaks up 
liquid from the filler, lessening its 

consistency. Instead, use either a spe-
cialized mixing pad from the start, or 
one that has tearable scraps on top. 
This way you’ll always have a good 
surface to work with, and you don’t 
have to stress about mixing the filler 
improperly.

The next issue is your working 
and dry times, which are addressed 
on page 62. If you don’t follow a 
chart as shown there, then you risk 
either making too much material 
and wasting it, or spending too much 
time mixing and not being able to 

apply it properly. The key is to find 
out your times before you get going, 
then work within those parameters.

And finally, cleanliness. Work-
ing with a dirty mixing pad or used 
squeegees with dried filler on them 
creates an environment that’s going 
to cause problems. Dried filler will 
get into your panel, and it won’t 
sand at the same rate as anything 
else. And if it’s another contaminant 
such as hair or dirt? Who wants that 
in their truck? Use clean materials for 
each job and you’ll get better results.

When you mix body filler, you want to be sure to work it 
consistently so as not to add bubbles into the material. 

If you start with a clean, well-organized workspace, you’re 
ahead of the game. Notice how the table is taped and 
masked with paper? That’s for easy clean up, and it also 
helps with the process. 

The idea here is to use a 50/50 mix of Rage Ultra and 
Rage Ultra Extra based on the temperature and work time 
needed. To do that, the raw filler is placed onto the mixing 
pad with a paint stick. 

Now the two fillers are mixed together with a metal squee-
gee. This isn’t done haphazardly; the two fillers are almost 
kneaded like bread dough, being sure not to push air into 
the process. It’s tricky to do at first, but it gets much easier 
with practice. 
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The hardener is put on next, and the general rule is to run 
a straight line of the product across the width of the filler. 
Hardener comes with every can of filler, but it’s not inside 
the can. So if it’s not handed to you at the paint counter, 
ask for it because you’ll need it. 

The hardener and the filler are mixed again, using press-
ing motions to push any air out of the material. The 
contrasting blue color should be thoroughly diffused in the 
filler before you move on to applying the product. 

Applying the Filler

The filler is applied with a firm, con-
sistent pressure from top to bottom. 
Again, the idea is to push out pinholes 
while still applying enough material. 
You want to go over the dent entirely, 
as well as beyond it by about 20 
percent. 

Once the filler is applied everywhere 
it needs to be, it’s worked again, 
this time to smooth out any lines 
that were left vertically. What you’re 
doing is making sure that everything 
gets sanded evenly instead of having 
mammoth peaks and valleys. 

When it’s dried most of the way, any 
excess on the edges is cut off using 
the end of a metal squeegee. 
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Sanding Body Filler

Using a piece of 80-grit sandpaper 
and a sanding block, the panel is 
gone over in an X pattern. This will 
ensure that lines aren’t put into the 
panel by sanding the same direction 
constantly. It also keeps the panel 
straight. 

A dry guide coat is applied next. This 
powder works its way into the filler 
and the panel and provides a con-
trasting color to the rest of the piece. 
Here it’s dusted on so it’s easy to 
figure out what to sand next. 

See that black spot? That’s where the 
panel is high compared to the filler, 
and that’s a good thing. We want the 
filler to look even and have smooth, 
tapered edges that blend into the 
panel. That’s the goal. 

The panel is sanded again, but this time 
with 120-grit sandpaper. This will be 
the last grit before laying down primer, 
which is the stage just before paint. 
This will also help fine-tune the panel to 
make sure it’s straight as a board.

There’s a lot of feeling and smoothing 
to make sure the panel is straight, and 
this is where the art comes into play. 
It takes experience to know when a 
panel is straight or not, and it’ll take 
time for you to develop the skill. 

The completed piece is now ready for 
primer.
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Prepping for Paint

You’ve completed the bodywork 
on the truck, and it feels like a vic-
tory. And yes, it’s a huge accomplish-
ment. But it’s all going to go to hell 
in a handbasket if you don’t close the 
deal. You need to prep the truck, and 
prep it right.

There’s a lot of emphasis placed 
on proper prep work, and there’s a 
reason. With painting, the quality 
you get out of every step is predi-
cated on the quality of the previous 
step. And it’s all cumulative. If you 
do a shoddy job prepping the body 
for filler, then it could not adhere 
properly, eventually failing and caus-
ing your pretty paint job to develop 
a major flaw. The point here is that 
you want to do this job the correct 
way, which means taking your time 
and doing it right the first time. It’s 
the fastest way to do it, after all.

But there’s another angle here, 
too. Let’s say you’re not going to 
paint the truck yourself. Instead, 
you’re going to let a professional 
do it for you. That’s fine—nothing 
wrong with that at all—but you can 
save some money if you prep the job 
yourself. The closer to the finish line 
you can bring your truck, the bet-
ter off you’ll be. If it’s primed, wet 
sanded, and ready for a tack rag, your 
painter may appreciate the extra 
work put in. That could also save you 
some money too.

And if you’re doing it all your-
self, that’s also great. You will burn 
through some time doing all the 
prep, but it’s time well spent. Again, 
the results will show for it. If you’re 
ever in doubt, take a moment and 
make sure it’s right. If not, do it over. 
You’ll hate yourself later if you don’t.

So what’s the first step? At this 
point, you’ve probably got a truck 

with a bunch of filler all over the 
place and it’s probably showing at 
least some bare metal. How do you 
proceed?

The next step is going to be 
primer, and the specifics are cov-
ered in the next chapter. However, 
it’s solid information to know at this 
point, mainly so you know what 
you’re getting into. That, and some 
background information is good too.

There’s a basic concept here that 
should be explained before you get 
painting, and it has to do with get-
ting your truck straight. Up to this 
point, you’ve done some epoxy 
priming, sanding things down, doing 
some metalwork, and applying filler. 
It feels straight, and the patterns in 
the filler say it’s straight. So, in the-
ory, you should just be able to lay 
down some primer real quick and get 
it painted, right? No.

Even though a panel may feel 
perfect, chances are it’s not. And 
each successive layer you put onto 
your truck gives you another chance 
to level it all out. That’s what prim-
ing your truck is all about. It’s fine 
tuning your bodywork to the point 
that it’s perfect. But let’s get into the 
logistics.

You’ll start the process by using 
a fine Scotch-Brite pad everywhere 
on the truck that’s going to see 
paint. The interior, headliner, engine 
bay, bed, back cab wall—the entire 
thing. If you’re spraying it, scuff it 
up. Going back to the bodywork, 
you’re creating a tooth for the primer 
to grab, so be super thorough with 
your sanding—work it all around, all 
directions.

Masking for Primer
At this point, you don’t neces-

sarily need to have your truck in 
a booth to get it primed perfectly. 

Yes, cleanliness is important at any 
stage, but right now you’re doing a 
ton of sanding, and it’s okay if you 
prime out in the open. But to do any 
of that, you’ll be doing at least some 
masking on various jams and pan-
els, and you need to make sure you 
get those correct. Basically, you need 
to know about masking with a hard 
edge and masking with a soft edge.

Imagine taking a piece of paper, 
sticking it flat against a panel, and 
then taping the paper right onto the 
surface. That edge where the tape 
meets the metal? That’s a hard edge; 
if you peel the tape off, you’ll be able 
to feel an edge where the thickness 
of the primer is different. Sometimes 
you need to do that for one reason 
or another. Other times you can’t get 
around it, like with doing a two-tone
roof or center stripe. The point is, 
plan around it. Place your tape lines 
under trim or in spots where it’s not 
noticeable, then you’ll have a more 
professional result.

Soft edges are different. Do the 
same thing you did before: place a 
piece of paper against a panel, then 
stick the tape to the surface and the 
paper. But now pull the paper up and 
over the tape so that part of the sticky 
side is now exposed. This is called a 
soft edge because when the paint gun 
sprays against it, the paper and tape 
diffuse it a bit, and there’s no hard 
edge that you’re working against. It’s 
not always the best way to go, but it 
is a better option in situations where 
you don’t want the finish to become 
wavy—like primer.

Now you’ll give the whole 
thing a strong cleaning with wax 
and grease remover so that all of 
the oils from your hands are gone. 
Then you can start spraying a sand-
able primer. Put on a decent coat, 
let it dry, apply some guide coat, 
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and now your job is to sand that 
smooth until the guide coat is all 
gone. You can wet sand it with 
120-grit sandpaper or dry sand with 
the same—your call. Once you have 
it straight, you go through the pro-
cess again—degrease, prime, guide 
coat, sand. Do that two, maybe 
three times total, possibly just spot 
priming places where you see bare 
metal. Once you’re confi dent that 
you’ve worked out all the kinks, it’s 
time to ask yourself some questions.

Primer, bodywork, and glaze all 
tend to shrink back over time. Some-
times heat causes it, other times it’s 
just changes in weather. But the lon-
ger you wait, the more likely you’ll 
see some kind of shrink in your fi n-
ish. Because of that, some people like 
to let their trucks sit in the primer 
stage for a month or two, then block 
sand it one last time to make sure it’s 
perfect.

How you handle that is up to 
you. But the point here is that you 

want to add multiple layers onto 
your truck and gradually sand them 
all so that they create the fl attest, 
smoothest layer you can get. There’s 
only one other time you can do 
this, and that’s with color sanding 
and buffi ng your clear coat. So take 
your time now, and you’ll get the 
smoothest paint job possible. Just 
like a house, a good paint job needs 
a solid foundation. Take your time, 
and you’ll have that and be ready to 
start the next chapter.

Working With Filler

One thing to consider when you’re doing bodywork is 
the amount of time you’ll have between sanding ses-
sions. For example, say that you’re working on the 

door of your C10 and you just fi nished putting some fi ller 
on the door and shaping it out. The panel probably needs 
another skim coat, but you decide to put that off until you 
have a bit more time. A month later, you come back and 
decide to do another coat, but the results aren’t that great. 
Why?

Once body fi ller has dried, there’s a working window 
where the material is not only easiest to sand, but it’s the 
most effi cient time to do so. After a while, it sets and starts 

to not only shrink back, but it becomes more diffi cult to work 
with. If you put another layer of fi ller on top, you’ll come to 
a point where you’re sanding both old fi ller and new fi ller in 
the same panel. They will sand at different rates, and that 
means you won’t get a straight piece no matter what you do.

What’s the solution? First, if you start doing fi ller, fi nish 
it. Don’t leave spread fi ller on a panel without sanding it, 
and don’t call a job “done for now.” If you can complete the 
heavy fi ller work and just leave it for a skim coat of glaze, 
then fi ne. But otherwise, fi nish each step as you go on each 
panel. That way you won’t run into any sanding issues along 
the way. ■

This can of Evercoat Rage Ultra is 
your likely baseline for your project. 
Rage Ultra is a super popular prod-
uct found at body shops around 
the country. It’s not inexpensive, 
but you want to use a high-quality
fi ller on your project. If you don’t, 
you risk pinholes and shrink-back
issues, and those will cause prob-
lems with your paint later.
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